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Lesson Objective and Rationale: 
Students will be introduced to the African American holiday
Kwanzaa and learn how it is both different and similar to other
holidays celebrated in December.
 
As citizens, it’s important for us to learn about the various
cultures within our own communities and around the world, so
we can better understand the different people we meet each
day. 
 
Preview Targeted Learning Behaviors:
*Sitting with pretzel legs
*Look and listen to the speaker
 
Lesson Materials:
Soulful Holidays, picture of a Christmas tree, Kinara
 
Targeted Vocabulary: celebration, heritage, principles,
soulful, traditions
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Pre-Reading Focus Activity: What do a Christmas tree and a
Kinara have in common?
 
After a few responses, tell the children both objects use light to
celebrate an important holiday. The Christmas tree is used at
Christmas and the Kinara is used during Kwanzaa.
 
Before Reading:
Readers, today we are going to read a book called Soulful
Holidays. While we read, we are going to focus on the
traditions celebrated during Christmas and Kwanzaa.
 
As citizens, it’s important for us to learn about the various
cultures within our own communities and around the world, so
we can better understand the different people we meet each
day. 
 
Introduce Vocabulary Words: 
*Celebration- a party or other special event that you have for
an important occasion, holiday, etc.
*Heritage- the traditions, achievements, beliefs, etc., that are
part of the history of a group or nation
*Principles- a moral rule or belief that helps you know what is
right and wrong and that influences your actions
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*Soulful- full of or expressing feeling or emotion
*Traditions- a way of thinking, behaving, or doing something
that has been used by the people in a particular group, family,
society, etc., for a long time
(sourced from learnersdictionary.com)
 
During Reading:
Preview the front and back covers, the spine and discuss the
author, illustrator, and the title.
 
Talking Points:
*Draw attention to the similarities between Christmas and
Kwanzaa.
Light
Family/Friends
Food/Feast
Presents
Music
 
*Draw attention to the differences between Christmas and
Kwanzaa.
Kwanzaa last seven days.
Kwanzaa is African American holiday.
Kwanzaa celebrates African American history.
Christmas celebrates the First Noel, which is the birth of Jesus.
Christmas is a Christian holiday.
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After Reading:
*What is the title of the story?
*Tell me one thing you learned about Kwanzaa?
*Tell me one thing you learned about Christmas?
*What do Christmas and Kwanzaa have in common?
*How are Christmas and Kwanzaa different?
*Which holidays do you celebrate?
*What traditions do you perform?
 
Follow Up Activities:
*Venn Diagram
Make a Venn Diagram to compare and contrast Christmas and
Kwanzaa.
 
A Venn Diagram is a graphic organizer that uses two circles
that overlap in the middle. The overlapping section is used to
record the similarities between two different things; the open
sections record the differences between them.
 
Similarities between Christmas and Kwanzaa:
Light
Family/Friends
Food/Feast
Presents
Music
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Differences between Christmas and Kwanzaa:
Christmas                                  Kwanzaa
Santa Claus                              African American holiday
Christmas Tree                         Last seven days
First Noel                                  Seven Principles
                                                  Kinara
                                                  Mkeka mat
                                                  African attire: kaftans or  
                                                  dashikis                         
                                                  Colors: red, black, green
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